SmartTrack Optimization 4
Find Your Hidden SAM Treasures
Your IT infrastructure is constantly changing. Licenses and agreements
are adjustable but not flexible, and always under the fear of compliance
costs. How do you know which licenses you truly need?
That’s where SmartTrack Optimization comes in. These powerful
capabilities in SmartTrack Optimization & Simulation 4 analyze how
your ever-changing IT affects the demand for licenses. The solution
gives a clear view of license ownership and options across your entire
software estate.
Now your decision-makers can make informed, strategic decisions that
reduce annual software spend. Like a quest for treasure, the solution
finds valuable things you didn’t realize were hidden.

Reliability for your forecasts
Analyse, calculate and compare licensing models
and contract situations for every device, on
different platforms and in any infrastructure.

Flexibility for your IT team
Calculate how license changes will affect product
configurations and rollouts in seconds. Provide
all stakeholders with support for their processes.
Benefit from easy operability and fast data
processing.

Accuracy for your data and investments
It pays to focus on data quality from the start.
Once quality is in place, you will find the right
solution and free up licenses and budgets. Invest
in new ideas, not unnecessary licensing.

How it works
Identify your true needs. Calculate the
minimum license needs for your physical
server, virtual server or cluster infrastructure
independently from your existing license
situation.

Use the right licenses. Discover the
optimal way to cover your needs with the
licenses you already own. Select the most
cost-effective licensing model from your pool
instead of the first license that seems to fit.

Become agile and flexible. Say goodbye to
static reports. Detailed compliance reporting
gives a dynamic view of suitable licenses,
contract options and budgets that you can
change at any time.

One Giant Leap for SAM-kind
SmartTrack Optimization is part of SmartTrack Optimization & Simulation 4, the breakthrough solution for deep savings
in the data center. This industry-changing technology for Software Asset Management endlessly simulates licensing
possibilities for your server topologies, virtualization, hybrid, and cloud environments. Take your SAM to a new level of
sophistication, all in real time and on-demand.

Want a demo of SmartTrack Optimization?
Email sales@aspera.com. Call in the US: +1 617-307-7733 | In the EU: +49 241 963 1220

